
 

Falling Up Shel Silverstein

If you ally habit such a referred Falling Up Shel Silverstein books that will give you worth,
acquire the very best seller from us currently from several preferred authors. If you want to
comical books, lots of novels, tale, jokes, and more fictions collections are as well as launched,
from best seller to one of the most current released.

You may not be perplexed to enjoy all book collections Falling Up Shel Silverstein that we will
totally offer. It is not re the costs. Its approximately what you need currently. This Falling Up
Shel Silverstein, as one of the most functioning sellers here will utterly be in the middle of the
best options to review.

Harry Potter and the Chamber of
Secrets by J.K. Rowling
HarperCollins
A most unusual collection of
whacky, funny, scary creatures
with imaginative fantasies in verse.
The Missing Piece Meets the Big O
Harper Collins
Startling, irreverent and provocative, the
incomparable creator of poems and fables
for children turns his eye and pen upon the
social calamities and absurdities of the adult
world in this classic collection. Illustrations.
Where the Sidewalk Ends 5,000 Awesome
Facts
Come and meet the unforgettable, offbeat
characters in Silverstein's wacky poems.
The Giving Tree Dial Press
NOW AVAILABLE AS AN EBOOK—TWO
BOOKS IN ONE! From New York Times
bestselling Shel Silverstein, celebrated creator of
The Giving Tree, Where the Sidewalk Ends, A

Light in the Attic, and Falling Up, comes two
charming companion fables in one ebook, The
Missing Piece and The Missing Piece Meets the Big
O, that gently probe the nature of quest and
fulfillment, available in ebook for the very first time!
And don't miss these other Shel Silverstein ebooks:
The Giving Tree, Where the Sidewalk Ends, A
Light in the Attic, Falling Up, and Every Thing On
It! It was missing a piece. And it was not happy. So
it set off in search of its missing piece. And as it
rolled it sang this song— Oh I'm lookin' for my
missin' piece I'm lookin' for my missin' piece Hi-dee-
ho, here I go, Lookin' for my missin' piece.
How to Trick the Tooth Fairy
Upstart Books
Last night while I lay thinking
here Some Whatifs crawled inside
my ear And pranced and partied all
night long And sang their same old
Whatif song: Whatif I flunk that
test? Whatif green hair grows on
my chest? Whatif nobody likes me?
Whatif a bolt of lightning strikes
me?... To celebrate its 20th
anniversary, Shel Silverstein's A
Light in the Attic is now
available in a special edition
containing the classic hardcover
book and a CD of highlights from
his Grammy Award-winning album.
Here in the attic of Shel
Silverstein you will find Backward
Bill, Sour Face Ann, the Meehoo
with an Exactlywatt, and the Polar
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Bear in the Frigidaire. You will
talk with Broiled Face, and find
out what happens when Somebody
steals your knees, you get caught
by the Quick-Digesting Gink, a
Mountain snores, and They Put a
Brassiere on the Camel. From the
creator of the beloved poetry
collections Where the Sidewalk Ends
and Falling Up, here is another
wondrous book of poems and
drawings.

Bink and Gollie: Best Friends
Forever HarperCollins
Old hurts and one tragic
event have driven the
Blakelys apart and now fate
could be dealing them the
final blow. But could this
loss be their redemption?
Sweetgrass has been home to
the Blakely family for eight
generations. But now
Sweetgrass– named for the
indigenous grass that grows
in the area– is in trouble.
Bulldozers are levelling
surrounding properties, and
the Blakelys could be forced
to sell the one thing that
continues to hold their
disintegrating family
together. For some of the
Blakelys, the prospect of
selling Sweetgrass is
bittersweet– for others, it
is completely unimaginable.
As they find the strength to
stay and fight, they realise
their bond as a family is all
they need to stay together.
Falling Up Special Edition
HarperCollins
NOW AVAILABLE AS AN EBOOK! From

New York Times bestselling Shel
Silverstein, celebrated creator
of Where the Sidewalk Ends, A
Light in the Attic, and Falling
Up, comes an amazing collection
of poems and drawings, in ebook
for the very first time! Have
you ever read a book with
everything on it? Well, here it
is! You will say Hi-ho for the
toilet troll, get tongue-tied
with Stick-a-Tongue-Out-Sid,
play a highly unusual horn, and
experience the joys of growing
down. What's that? You have a
case of the Lovetobutcants?
Impossible! Just come on in and
let the magic of Shel
Silverstein bend your brain and
open your heart. And don't miss
these other Shel Silverstein
ebooks: The Giving Tree, Where
the Sidewalk Ends, Falling Up,
and A Light in the Attic!
Grandpa Loves You Simon & Schuster
Books for Young Readers
This laugh-out-loud poetry
collaboration from a New York
Times and Publishers Weekly
bestselling author and a Caldecott
Honor illustrator is anything but
ordinary. Dive in to Karma
Wilson’s latest collection of more
than 100 poems—some humorous, some
poignant, and all of them Outside
the Box. Illustrated by Caldecott
Honoree Diane Goode, Outside the
Box has something for everyone.
Appealing to kids and parents
alike, poems such as “Sick Day,”
“My Pet Robot,” “Balloonaphobia,”
and “Aliens Under My Bed” are sure
to delight and entertain.

Every Thing On It
HarperCollins
Something big is right here!
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It is this book of wonderful,
funny new poems by lack
Prelutsky. If you've read The
New Kid on the Block, you have
some idea of the treat ahead.
And if you haven't, all you
have to do is start reading!
Here are four vain and ancient
tortoises, a rat of culture,
Super Samson Simpson, a meat
loaf that defies an ax, five
flying hotdogs--and many, many
more people, animals, and
things that are destined to
become part of the lives of
everyone who loves to laugh.
Say them, chant them, learn
them by heart, or just read
them--Jack Prelutsky's poems
are incomparable. The long-
awaited companion to The New
Kid on the Block. "A wealth of
funny new verse from a
favorite poet. Prelutsky's
comic muse is at its best
here....Another
winner."--Kirkus Reviews.
"Prelutsky has done it
again."--School Library
Journal
Sweetgrass HarperCollins
All righty, then! Celebrate the
tall and short of a marvelous
friendship with this Bink and
Gollie adventure. Gollie is
quite sure she has royal blood
in her veins, but can Bink
survive her friend’s queenly
airs — especially if pancakes
are not part of the deal? Bink
wonders what it would be like
to be as tall as her friend,
but how far will she stretch

her luck to find out? And when
Bink and Gollie long to get
their picture into a book of
record holders, where will they
find the kudos they seek?
Slapstick and sweetness,
drollery and delight abound in
this follow-up to the Geisel
Award–winning, New York Times
Best Illustrated Children’s Book
Bink and Gollie, written by the
beloved and best-selling Kate
DiCamillo and Alison McGhee and
brought to hilarious life by
Tony Fucile.

Bright's Passage Sleeping
Bear Press
A magical Little Golden Book
perfect for St. Patrick's Day
from the author of I'M A
UNICORN and I'M A NARWHAL.
I'm a leprechaun. Green suit,
red hair, pointy ears,
beard--that's me! So begins
this adorable Little Golden
Book that introduces the
magical, mischievous
leprechaun. Famous for hiding
pots of gold, did you know
that leprechauns are also
talented shoemakers? This fun
book filled with bold,
colorful illustrations is
great for sharing with boys
and girls on St. Patrick's
Day or any day!
I'm a Leprechaun Houghton
Mifflin Harcourt
From Shel Silverstein, the
New York Times bestselling
author of Where the Sidewalk
Ends and The Giving Tree,
comes a riotous rhyming
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picture book about a boy and
his giraffe! Featuring
rhythmic verse and iconic
illustrations, A Giraffe and a
Half will surely leave every
reader, young and old,
laughing until the very end.
Beloved for over fifty years,
this classic captures
Silverstein’s signature humor
and style. If you had a
giraffe and he stretched
another half, you would have a
giraffe and a half. But what
happens if you glue a rose to
the tip of his nose? Or if you
used a chair to comb his hair?
Join this giraffe on a
rollicking and ridiculous
journey that will charm
readers from beginning to end.
And don't miss Runny Babbit
Returns, the new book from
Shel Silverstein!
Poetry Galore and More with
Shel Silverstein
HarperCollins
Few authors are as beloved as
Shel Silverstein. His
inimitable drawings and comic
poems have become the bedtime
staples of millions of
children and their parents,
but few readers know much
about the man behind that
wild-eyed, bearded face
peering out from the backs of
dust jackets. In A Boy Named
Shel, Lisa Rogak tells the
full story of a life as antic
and adventurous as any of his
creations. A man with an

incurable case of wanderlust,
Shel kept homes on both coasts
and many places in
between---and enjoyed regular
stays in the Playboy Mansion.
Everywhere he went he charmed
neighbors, made countless
friends, and romanced almost
as many women with his
unstoppable energy and never-
ending wit. His boundless
creativity brought him fame
and fortune---neither of which
changed his down-to-earth way
of life---and his children's
books sold millions of copies.
But he was much more than
"just" a children's writer. He
collaborated with anyone who
crossed his path, and found
success in a wider range of
genres than most artists could
ever hope to master. He penned
hit songs like "A Boy Named
Sue" and "The Unicorn." He
drew cartoons for Stars &
Stripes and got his big break
with Playboy. He wrote
experimental plays and
collaborated on scripts with
David Mamet. With a seemingly
unending stream of fresh
ideas, he worked compulsively
and enthusiastically on a wide
array of projects up until his
death, in 1999. Drawing on
wide-ranging interviews and in-
depth research, Rogak gives
fans a warm, enlightening
portrait of an artist whose
imaginative spirit created the
poems, songs, and drawings
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that have touched the lives of
so many children---and adults.
A Light in the Attic Book and
CD Harper Collins
From the coauthor of Dork
Diaries comes a witty and
engaging picture book about a
prankster who wants to pull
off the best prank of
all—pranking the Tooth Fairy!
Kaylee loves pulling pranks:
from dropping water balloons
on passers by to even
tricking Santa Claus, she’s a
prize-winning prankster! But
is she the Princess of
Pranks? No! That title is
held by none other than the
Tooth Fairy. But when Kaylee
loses a tooth and the Tooth
Fairy goes about her usual
tooth-taking business, Kaylee
pranks her with a fake frog.
As Kaylee and the Tooth Fairy
try to out-prank one another,
things get way out of hand,
until the two finally see eye
and eye and decide to share
the crown!
The Frame-Up National Geographic
Books
A collection of quirky, fun facts.
Imaginary Menagerie National
Geographic Books
Over 30 delightfully gloopy,
gooey, colorful DIY recipes will
mesmerize youngsters by showing
them how to make slime. Play,
poke, push, pull, and pop fabulous
easy-to-follow slime recipes. They
are all tried and tested by our
slime experts, so you don't have
to search the vast digital plains
for the perfect recipe. Create

monster slime with googly eyes,
bite into some yummy edible
chocolate slime, and see the
rainbow with unicorn slime. All
projects in this kid's ebook are
shown with clear step-by-step
images and a vibrant image of the
final product in all its slimy
glory! Learn the science behind
these slime creations with amazing
fun facts and carry on the fun with
recipe variations. The latest in
addictive kids' activities, making
your slime is the ultimate sticky
and squidgy fun. All slime recipes
are borax-free, and with online
recipes varying so drastically,
it's nice to know that your slime-y
masterpieces will come out perfect
on the first try. Making slime is
currently one of the most popular
trends for children, with some
homemade slime videos reaching
30-million views. With 30 recipes,
The Slime Book includes more
variations than any slime ebook
available, and all recipes use safe
and readily available ingredients.
Science information boxes add an
educational element to the ebook
without detracting from the fun.
Ideal for children ages 5-9 who are
new to the slime trend or who are
already obsessed with slime and
looking for new, funky recipes. Get
Ready To Slime! From basic slime to
edible, textured, glow-in-the-dark,
and color-changing slime - there's
something for everyone! Kids will
be mesmerized and "slimerized" by
the ebook's gloopy, gooey, colorful
slime recipes. Create a volcanic
slime eruption, gross-out your
friends with snot slime, and tuck
into tasty chocolatey slime. Simple
step-by-steps and vibrant
photographs show how to create
awesome slime, every time. Each
recipe uses safe, readily available
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ingredients, so you can start
pulling and poking straight away.
Get ready to become slime
extraordinaire, making: - Glitter
slime - Pompom slime - Alphabet
slime - Glow in the dark slime -
Magnetic slime - Dinosaurs in Amber
slime and much more! This ebook was
such a hit that DK released a
second "slimetastic" title! Try
Super Slime next, packed with
another 30 innovative recipes your
little ones will love to try!
Falling Up Pajama Press Inc.
NOW AVAILABLE AS AN EBOOK! From
New York Times bestselling author
Shel Silverstein, the classic
creator of Where the Sidewalk
Ends, A Light in the Attic, and
Every Thing On It, comes a
wondrous book of poems and
drawings. Filled with
unforgettable characters like
Screamin’ Millie; Allison Beals
and her twenty-five eels; Danny
O'Dare, the dancin' bear; the
Human Balloon; and Headphone
Harold, this collection by the
celebrated Shel Silverstein will
charm young readers and make them
want to trip on their shoelaces
and fall up too! So come, wander
through the Nose Garden, ride the
Little Hoarse, eat in the Strange
Restaurant, and let the magic of
Shel Silverstein open your eyes
and tickle your mind. And don't
miss these other Shel Silverstein
ebooks, The Giving Tree, Where the
Sidewalk Ends, and A Light in the
Attic!

Uncle Shelby'S Abz Book Simon
and Schuster
Uses Shel Silverstein books
as springboards for many
classroom activities,
including an assortment of
language arts and reading

ideas, discussions, mini-
lessons, games, and projects.
Designed for the the
elementary teacher and to
create an enthusiasm for
poetry and literature.
A Giraffe and a Half Penguin
Open this book to any page to
begin your exploration. Here are
poems about things that you may
never have thought about before.
You'll be introduced to jellyfish
stew, a bouncing mouse, a
ridiculous dog, and a boneless
chicken. You'll learn why you
shouldn't argue with a shark, eat
a dinosaur, or have an alligator
for a pet. You'll meet the world's
worst singer and the greatest
video game player in history.
You'll even find an invitation to
a dragon's birthday party....Your
friends are invited too. Over 100
hilarious poems about strange
creatures and people--from
jellyfish stew to a bouncing
mouse, and a boneless chicken.
"The illustrations bring the
frivolity to a fever
pitch."--School Library Journal.
Index.
A Boy Named Shel Farrar, Straus,
and Giroux
No matter how hard she tries,
little Queenie Quail can’t keep up
with her Mama and her Papa and her
nine bobbing, tapping siblings.
“Hurry, hurry, hurry!” they
exclaim as Queenie lags behind.
But how can Queenie hurry when
there are so many interesting
things to look at? One day when
she stops to admire a fascinating
feather, a flash of orange catches
Queenie’s eye. Spotting danger
among the greenery, Queenie
springs into action, hurry, hurry,
hurrying to warn her family just
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in the nick of time. From Jane
Whittingham, the celebrated author
of Wild One and A Good Day for
Ducks, Queenie Quail Can’t Keep Up
is a story about the value of
slowing down to take notice of the
world around us. Whittingham’s
bouncy prose is filled with lovely
wordplay and musicality, pairing
perfectly with debut illustrator
Emma Pedersen’s whimsical
illustrations in this tale that
young readers will identify with
and ask for again and again.
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